
Attorney Vivian Williams brings light, levity, and a love for art and the law to every space she
occupies. 

Vivian is the founder and co-host of the legal talk show “As The Law Turns®” where she
discusses legal topics and law school life in a fun and exciting way that engages both

students and practicing professionals alike.

A highly sought-after public speaker for both live and recorded events, Vivian has been
gracing stages since she was a toddler and delivered her first public address at just 5 years

old. She’s a theater major and vocalist who understands the passion that artists and
entrepreneurs have.

Vivian has been a featured guest on several podcasts including The Daily Attorney (episode
"Introducing Vivian Williams"), Music Meets The Boardroom (episode "5 things to Know about

Copyright and Protecting Your Trusted Gifts and Investments"), QueNomics (episode "Business
Law With Vivian Williams"), and It's All Good (episode "Be Your Full Self"). She always brings her

deep knowledge, storied career, and quick wit to the microphone.

In addition to her professional and public speaking work, Vivian is frequently tapped to
facilitate and teach at conferences and other events. Most recently, she taught "Public

Speaking, YES, for Lawyers" as a Continuing Legal Education Course for the 2022 Trademark
That Thursdays™ Virtual Summit.

Vivian loves to give back to her community and frequently lends her services as a pro bono
attorney for Jacksonville Area Legal Aid (JALA) and Three Rivers Legal Services. She is a

member of the D.W. Perkins Bar, The Joseph Hatchett Bar, Jacksonville Bar Association, and
Inns of Court. She is the Membership Chair of the Becoming Black Female Barristers

mentorship group and is admitted to practice law in Florida.

If you ever stumble upon her at an area trivia night, it’s advised that you ask to join her team
rather than compete against the avid reader and lover of culture. When she isn’t advocating

for others or helping them to better understand the law, Vivian taps into her love of languages. 
Attorney Vivian Williams is available for keynote speaker, conference facilitator, and talk show

guest bookings.
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